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Abstract Performance evaluation of a manufacturing system is to find out some
useful information about the behavior of the system. Usually, Petri nets are very
useful tool for modeling and performance evaluation of manufacturing systems.
Literature review reveals that the Petri net models of manufacturing systems are
most frequently event graphs, a special type of Petri nets; in addition, they are
strongly connected event graphs. Literature review also reveals that there are some
simple yet powerful methods for performance evaluation of strongly connected
event graphs. General-purpose Petri net simulator (GPenSIM) is a new tool for
modeling, simulation, and performance analysis of discrete event systems. This
paper is about implementation and application of event graphs in GPenSIM, for
performance analysis of real-world manufacturing systems.
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1 Introduction

Performance evaluation of a manufacturing system is to find out some useful
information about the behavior of the system such as the productivity (flow rate),
the existence of bottlenecks and deadlocks, etc. Usually, Petri nets are very useful
for performance evaluation of manufacturing systems because of its very useful
properties such as self-documenting, simple yet powerful mathematical back-
ground, and explicit stateful information. Literature review reveals that the Petri net
models of manufacturing systems are most frequently event graphs, a special type
of Petri nets; in addition, they are strongly connected event graphs. The literature
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review also reveals that there are some simple yet powerful methods for perfor-
mance evaluation and that these methods are only applicable for strongly connected
event graphs.

General-purpose Petri net simulator (GPenSIM) is a new tool for modeling,
simulation, and performance analysis of discrete event systems. GPenSIM, devel-
oped by the first author of this paper, is being used by many universities around the
world. The aim and scope of this paper are implementation and application of event
graphs in GPenSIM, for solving real-world manufacturing problems.

In this paper, Sect. 2 introduces event graphs. Section 3 introduces GPenSIM.
Section 4 presents an application example.

2 Event Graphs: Definition and Properties

An event graph is an ordinary Petri net in which each place has exactly one input
and one output transition.

2.1 Definitions [1, 2]

Definition: Classic Petri Net (PN)
A classic Petri net is a four-tuple PN = (P, T, A, m0), where
P is the set of places, P = [p1, p2, …, pn],
T is the set of transitions, T = [t1, t2, …, tm],
A is the set of arcs (from places to transitions and from transitions to places),

A�ðP� TÞ [ ðT � PÞ; and

m is the row vector of markings (tokens) on the set of places;
m = [m(p1), m(p2), …, m(pn)]ε N

n, m0 is the initial marking.
Definition: input and output sets of a place
It is convenient to use •pj to represent the set of input transitions of a place and pj

and pj• to represent the set of output transitions of pj.

�pj ¼ ti 2 T : ðti; pjÞ 2 A
� �

; pj� ¼ ti 2 T : ðpj; tiÞ 2 A
� �

:

Definition: Timed Petri Net (TPN)
Timed Petri net is a 4-tuple TPN = (P, T, A, m0, D), where
PN = (P, T, A, m0) is a classic Petri net and
D: T ! R+ is the duration function, a mapping of each transition into a positive

rational number, meaning firing of each transition ti takes dti time units.
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Definition: Event Graph (EG)
Event graph is a classic Petri net EG = (P, T, A, m0), where the sets of input and

output transitions of every place have only one member. |•pj | = |pj•| = 1.
Definition: Strongly Connected Graph
A directed graph is strongly connected if there is a directed path joining any two

nodes of the graph. In a strongly connected graph, there will be cycles (circuits).
Definition: Elementary Circuit
An elementary circuit in a strongly connected graph has a directed path that goes

from one node and comes back to the same node, while no other node is not
repeatedly visited in the path.

2.2 Properties of Strongly Connected Event Graphs

Given below are some of the properties of strongly connected event graph (SCEG).
These properties are very useful for performance evaluation of discrete event
systems. In an SCEG,

• Property-1: The number of tokens in an elementary circuit is invariant, meaning
the number of tokens does not change with the firings of the transitions [1, 3].

• Property-2: Performance is bounded by its critical circuit [1, 4]. The critical
circuit is the elementary circuit that has the lowest flowrate r. r* = min R(m
(pn))/R(dti), where R(dti) is the sum of firing times of the transitions in the circuit
and R(m(pn)) is the sum of all tokens in that circuit.

• Property-3: Under the assumption that a transition fire as soon as it is enabled,
the firing rate of each transition in steady state (the same as the current token
flow rate at any point in the circuit) is given by r = r* [4].

• Property-4: Deadlock-free if and only if every elementary circuit contains at
least one token [1].

Based on the properties mentioned above, there are many tools available for
performance evaluation of SCEG. However, the General-Purpose Petri Net
Simulator (GPenSIM) is considered as the ideal tool for working with event graphs
[5], and for interacting with other MATLAB toolboxes [6]. The following section
describes the functions of GPenSIM for working with SCEG.

3 GPenSIM

In GPenSIM, a discrete system can be modeled either as [7, 8]

• A classic Petri net: firing times are not assigned to any of the transitions,
meaning all the transitions are primitive [2], or

• A timed Petri net: firing times are assigned to all the transitions, meaning all the
transitions are non-primitive.
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3.1 Modeling Timed Petri Nets in GPenSIM

In GPenSIM, it is not acceptable to assign firing times to some of the transitions and
let the other transitions take zero value; we may assign very small values close to
zero, but not zero, to transitions that are very fast compared to the other transitions
[GPenSIM]. GPenSIM interprets timed Petri net in the following manner [7, 8]:

• No variable duration of events: the transitions representing events are assigned
firing time beforehand. The preassigned firing time can be deterministic (e.g.,
firing time dti = 5 TU) or stochastic (e.g., firing time dti is normally distributed
with mean value 10 TU and standard deviation 2 TU). However, variable firing
times are not possible.

• Maximal-step firing policy: Timed Petri Net operates with the maximal-step
firing policy; this means, if more than one transition is collectively enabled and
are not in conflict with each other at a point of time, then all of them fire at the
same time.

• Enabled transition starts firing immediately: enabled transition can start firing
immediately as long as there is no (forcibly) induced delay between the time a
transition became enabled and the time it is allowed to fire.

3.2 The Functions for Performance Evaluation of Event
Graphs

Table 1 lists some of the GPenSIM functions that are exclusively for performance
evaluation of strongly connected event graph (SCEG).

The “pnclass” function: this function checks the class of a Petri net. This
function returns a vector of flags representing the following information.

Flag-1: Whether the Petri net is a binary Petri net or not (0 = not a binary Petri net).
Flag-2: Whether the Petri net is a state machine or not (0 = not a state machine).
Flag-3: Whether the Petri net is an event graph or not (0 = not an event graph).
Flag-4: Whether the Petri net is a timed Petri net or not (0 = not a timed Petri net).
Flag-5: Number of strongly connected components in the Petri net.

Table 1 GPenSIM functions for performance evaluation of SCEG

GPenSIM function Purpose

pnclass Find out the class of Petri net

stronglyconn Find out the number of strongly connected components in the Petri net

mincyctime Finding the performance bottleneck in an SCEG

Cycles Extract the elementary circuits in a Petri net
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The “stronglyconn” function: this function returns the number of strongly
connected components in a Petri net. If the returned value is a singleton, then the
Petri net is strongly connected. There are several algorithms for finding strongly
connected components, e.g., a simple two-pass depth-first-search algorithm [9] and
the recent and more efficient Rader’s method [10]. In GPenSIM, the Rader’s
method is implemented. In Rader’s method, first the connection matrix D is
computed, D = (I−a A)−1, where a (convergence value) is a small value, usually
between zero and one. Then, the SCC matrix which has a row for each connected
component is computed, SCC = D � DT.

The “mincyctime” function: this function returns the performance bottleneck
(critical elementary circuit) of an SCEG. For finding the elementary circuits, this
function makes use of the function “cycles”. The function mincyctime also suggests
flow rate improvement, if the optional input parameter “expected flowrate” is given.
Since current flowrate r* = [R(m(pn))/R(dti)]

critical circuit, expected flowrate (efr) can
be achieved by either:

• Increasing the token count the critical circuit by Dm0,

Dm0 ¼ efr � RðdtiÞ½ � � RðmðpnÞÞ; or

• Reducing the delay (total firing times) of the circuit by Dft,

Dft ¼ RðdtiÞ � RðmðpnÞÞ=efr½ �

The “cycles” function: this function finds the elementary circuits in a Petri net.
There are several algorithms available for finding the elementary circuits, e.g.,
Tiernan & Tarjan’s method [11] and Johnson’s method [12]. However, the algo-
rithm that is implemented in GPenSIM is a simple variant of depth-first-search
technique. Even though this algorithm is not the most efficient, it is chosen because
of its easiness for implementation.

4 Application Example

A simple Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is shown in Fig. 1 which is to
make only one product.

In this FMS,

• The input raw material of type-1 arrives on the conveyor belt C1. Robot R1
picks the raw material type-1 and places into the machine M1. Similarly, robot
R2 picks the raw material from conveyor belt C2 and places into the machine
M2.
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• Machine M1 makes the part P1, and M2 makes the part P2. When the parts are
made by the machine M1 and M2, they are placed on the assembly station by
the robots R1 and R2, respectively.

• An assembly station AS joins the two parts P1 and P2 together to form the
product. The robot R2 does the part assembly at AS.

• Robot R3 picks the product from the assembly station and places it on the
painting (and polishing) station PS. Robot R3 performs the painting and then put
the completed product into the output buffer (cartridge) OB.

The following activities explain the FMS operations (“t” stand for transition):

• tC1: conveyor belt C1 brings the input material type-1 into the FMS.
• tC2: conveyor belt C2 brings the input material type-2 into the FMS.
• tC1M1: robot R1 moves raw material from conveyor belt C1 to M1.
• tC2M2: robot R2 moves raw material from conveyor belt C2 to M2.
• tM1: machining of Part-1 at machine M1.
• tM2: machining of Part-2 at machine M2.
• tMA: robot R1 moves part-1 from M1 and R2 moves part-2 from M2 into

assembly station AS.
• tAS: robot R2 assembles parts P1 and P2 together at the assembly station AS.
• tAP: robot R3 picks the product from the assembly station and places on the

painting station PS.
• tPS: robot R3 performs painting and surface polishing on the product. When the

job is finished, R3 places the product into the output buffer OB.

Machine M2

Machine M1

Robot R1

Robot R2
Pain ng 
robot R3

Assembly 
Sta on AS

Pain ng 
Sta on PS

Conveyor 
Belt C1

Conveyor 
Belt C2

Output 
buffer

OB

Input buffer
IB1

Input buffer
IB2

Fig. 1 The flexible manufacturing system
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4.1 The Petri Net Model

The Petri net model of the FMS is shown in Fig. 2. The Petri net model is obtained
by serially connecting the operations listed above; the time taken by the operations
are shown in Fig. 2 as the firing times of the transitions.

The input buffers IB1 and IB2 (represented by the places pIB1 and pIB2) and the
output buffer (place pOB) are for testing purpose only. These three places will be
omitted in the final model, to make it as an SCEG. The presence of the three places
will destroy the strongly connectedness property, and the Petri net will not be an
event graph. It is safe to neglect the three buffers with the following assumptions:

1. The supply of raw materials from the input buffers (IB1 and IB2) is never
exhausted;

2. The finished product will be placed into the output buffer OB that has no
capacity restraints.

4.2 GPenSIM Code for Simulation

We usually need four files to code (implement) a Petri net model in GPenSIM:

5

pC1

2

10 2

pR1

tC2M2tC2 tM2

poC1 piM1 poM1

10

pC2

10 2

pR2

tC1M1tC1 tM1

poC2 piM2 poM2
tAP

tPStAS

7 82

piPSpoASpiAS

pR3

tMA

pOB

pIB2

pIB1

Fig. 2 Petri net model of the FMS
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1. Petri Net Definition File (PDF): this is the coding of the static Petri net (the
structure of the Petri net defined by the sets of places, transitions, and arcs).

2. Main Simulation File (MSF): In this file, the initial dynamics (e.g., initial tokens
in places pC1, pC2, pR1, pR2, and pR3, and the firing times of transitions) are
declared.

3. COMMON_PRE: In this file, the conditions for the enabled transitions to start
firing are coded. However, in this FMS example, there are no additional con-
ditions for the transitions as they start firing whenever they become enabled.

4. COMMON_POST: the post-firing actions of the transitions are coded in this
file. Again, this file is not necessary for the FMS example, as there are no
post-actions needed to be carried out.

Given below is the PDF in which the sets of places, transitions, and the arcs
declared:

function [png] = fms_pdf()

png.PN_name = ’Event Graph model of FMS’;

%%%%%%% set of places

png.set_of_Ps = {‘pC1’,’pC2’, ’pR1’,’pR2’,’pR3’, …

’poC1’,’poC2’,’piM1’,’poM1’, ’piM2’,…

’poM2’,’piAS’,’poAS’, ’piPS’};

%%%%%%% set of transitions

png.set_of_Ts = {‘tC1’,’tC2’,’tM1’,’tM2’,’tAS’,’tPS’,…

’tC1M1’,’tC2M2’,’tMA’, ’tAP’};

%%%%%%% set of arcs

png.set_of_As = {‘pC1’,’tC1’,1, ’tC1’,’poC1’,1, … %tC1

’pR1’,’tC1M1’,1, ’poC1’,’tC1M1’,1,…%tC1M1

’tC1M1’,’piM1’,1, ’tC1M1’,’pC1’,1, … %tC1M1

’piM1’,’tM1’,1, ’tM1’,’poM1’,1, … %tM1

’pC2’,’tC2’,1, ’tC2’,’poC2’,1, … %tC2

’pR2’,’tC2M2’,1, ’poC2’,’tC2M2’,1,…%tC2M2

’tC2M2’,’piM2’,1, ’tC2M2’,’pC2’,1,… %tC2M2

’piM2’,’tM2’,1, ’tM2’,’poM2’,1, … %tM2

’poM1’,’tMA’,1, ’poM2’,’tMA’,1, … %tMA

’tMA’,’piAS’,1, ’tMA’,’pR1’,1, … %tMA

’piAS’,’tAS’,1, ’pR3’,’tAS’,1,… %tAS

’tAS’,’poAS’,1, ’tAS’,’pR2’,1, … %tAS

’poAS’,’tAP’,1, ’tAP’,’piPS’,1, … %tAP

’piPS’,’tPS’,1, ’tPS’,’pR3’,1}; % tPS
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The main simulation file is given below:

clear all; clc;

global global_info

global_info.STOP_AT = 100; % stop simulation after 100 TU

pns = pnstruct(‘fms_pdf’); % declare the PDF

% declare the firing times of the transitons

dyn.ft = {‘tC1’,10,’tC2’,10, ’tC1M1’,2,’tC2M2’,2,…

’tM1’,5,’tM2’,10,’tMA’,2, ’tAS’,7, ’tAP’,2, ’tPS’,8};

% declare the initial markings

dyn.m0 = {‘pC1’,1,’pC2’,1, ’pR1’,1,’pR2’,1,’pR3’,1};

% combine static and dynamic parts to form the Petri net

pni = initialdynamics(pns, dyn);

mincyctime(pni); % find the minimum cycle of event graph

4.3 The Simulation Results

The simulation results show that there are five elementary circuits (“cycles” in the
results shown below) in the event graph.

This is a Strongly Connected Petri net.

This is an Event Graph (Marked Graph).

Cycle-1:- > pC1 - > tC1 - > poC1 - > tC1M1

TotalTD = 12 TokenSum = 1 Cycle Time = 12

Cycle-2:- > pR1 - > tC1M1 - > piM1 - > tM1 - > poM1 - > tMA

TotalTD = 9 TokenSum = 1 Cycle Time = 9

Cycle-3:- > pC2 - > tC2 - > poC2 - > tC2M2

TotalTD = 12 TokenSum = 1 Cycle Time = 12

Cycle-4:- > tMA- > piAS- > tAS- > pR2- > tC2M2 - > piM2 - > tM2 - > poM2

TotalTD = 21 TokenSum = 1 Cycle Time = 21

Cycle-5:- > poAS - > tAP - > piPS - > tPS - > pR3 - > tAS

TotalTD = 17 TokenSum = 1 Cycle Time = 17

*** Minimum-cycle-time is: 21, in cycle number-4 ***

*** Token Flow Rate: *** In steady state, the firing rate of each

transition:1/C* = 0.047619 meaning, on average, 0.047619 tokens

pass through any node in the Petri net, per unit period of time.

*** We can increase the current flow rate to 0.058824 tokens/TU, by

improving the critical circuit alone …
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In the circuit-4 either: 1. increase the sum of tokens by 1 tokens, or,

2. decrease the total delay (firing times) by 4 TU.

*** Deadlocks: NO *** (each elementary circuit has at least one tokens

each)

The results show that the elementary circuit number-4 is the bottleneck as it has
highest cycle time (=21), which means the flow rate of the circuit is 1/21 = 0.0476
tokens per TU. The second highest cycle time (=17) belongs to the circuit
number-5, having a flow rate of 1/17 = 0.0588. Thus, we can improve the per-
formance (flow rate) by 23.52% by enhancing the bottleneck (circuit number-4).
The proposed enhancements are (1) increase the sum of tokens by one (meaning
add one more robot/machine in parallel), and (2) decrease the total delay by 4 TU
(meaning reduce the firing times of the robot/machine involved in circuit-4 by 4
TUs).

The results also show that there are no deadlocks (the Petri net is live) as every
elementary circuit has at least one token each.

5 Discussion

General-Purpose Petri Net Simulator (GPenSIM) is a software for modeling, sim-
ulation, performance analysis, and control of discrete event systems. GPenSIM,
developed by the first author of this paper, runs on MATLAB platform. Though
GPenSIM is new, it has been accepted by many universities around the world
because of its simplicity, flexibility, and for the possibilities to interact with the
other MATLAB toolboxes and the external environment. GPenSIM (current ver-
sion 9) can be freely downloaded from the website [7]. GPenSIM is being used to
solve diverse problems within manufacturing, e.g., Solving Repetitive Production
Planning Problems [13], Assembly Line Balancing Problems [14], Gameplay for
manufacturing [15], and logical control system of a marine diesel engine [16]. In
this paper, we focus on how GPenSIM can help performance analysis of discrete
manufacturing systems if they can be modeled as event graphs.
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